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Separately Managed Account Client Letter for June 2012
Our USA reference separately managed account gained 5.69% net for the month of June compared
with a gain of 4.94% in the MSCI ACWI and 3.96% in the S&P 500.  We are now positive for the year –
but still behind both indices.  That is sort-of-expected – in that we are not 100 percent long – and on
a beta-adjusted basis we are much less than 100 percent long. Moreover we have a large (although
relatively low risk) European exposure.

Still we think we are doing OK notwithstanding several unforced errors. We have a few positions on
which we can make a lot of money and several of those will pay off over time. As long as we keep
the error rate down, we (meaning you) will be fine.

Notable additions to the Portfolio

We have now established short positions in Australian commodity producers with high stock prices
driven at least in part by promotional activity.  Geographical diversification of shorts away from the
attention of the herd like North American hedge fund shorting community provides significant risk
management benefits as well as the opportunity for enhanced returns. We originally thought that
Australia would provide few opportunities on the long side but have also added a little known
Australian financial asset manager to the portfolio.

It is unusual for us – but we have developed a very bullish stance on telephone companies driven by
what we think is technological change which will vastly benefit existing players – particularly in
North America. We are not particularly keen to distribute our analysis widely (John has not blogged
about it and we are not going to include it here – however we will explain it to our clients if asked
privately).

John has spent over a third of his time developing appropriate expertise. However any money
manager who thinks their expertise is the equal of the most sophisticated players in any field is
kidding themselves and likely to suffer big losses. In this light (and just as with his blog) we are keen
to find genuine experts who can poke holes in our thoughts. In particular we seek expertise on 4G
phone systems, spectrum allocation and IMS implementation. We do not think we are wrong on this
(and we are happy to explain why privately), however we will always entertain the possibility we are
wrong and will manage the portfolio accordingly.

We should disclose the size of the positions. This is by far the biggest long risk in our portfolio. Our
positions are roughly as follows:

Vodafone 9.8 percent
AT&T 4.7 percent
Verizon 1.0 percent
NTT Docomo 2.3 percent
Sprint 1.3 percent
Clearwire 1.3 percent

The percentages differ a little depending on currency and market prices on the day – and also a little
bit by account – but this gives some scale to our position. The total is about 20 percent – by far our
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largest sector position. Sprint and Clearwire are higher risk positions – both have toxic balance
sheets and will go broke unless they repair their businesses. The other positions are relatively
conservative (but mostly much larger).

Performance Discussion
This month our longs worked and our shorts often worked. More importantly Europe stabilized.
Although we are not heavily invested in Southern Europe we have quite a bit of German exposure.
We are a long global fund which shorts (profitably) on the side, and when an important part of the
world does not work we are likely to suffer a little. This month there was only modest European pain
in the portfolio, although Henkel, which was once our biggest winner, gave up some gains. [Henkel is
a German glue and consumer good company. The glue business – in which it is a global leader – is
slowing down with global industrial production.1]

The China slowdown continued. We are short China in a many ways including a variety of speculative
or even outright promotional commodity stocks. Our Australian commodity sensitive shorts worked
very well. This somewhat offset declines in our long European positions that are China-sensitive - like
Henkel and the French Cognac makers.

During early July we have added a short on Richemont – a Swiss based maker of luxury goods
(mostly watches and jewelry). We are prepared to name this short because (unlike many others)
there is no hint of malfeasance in our thesis.

The immediate driver of the Richemont short is sales tax data from Hong Kong where sales of
watches, clocks and other expensive items have gone negative for the first time during the month of
May. Richemont is an unusual short for us – an extremely well run company with very rapid growth
at fat margins. We just wonder whether a product with €8 billion of sales at over €2 billion Euro of
profits (luxury watches from one company) can maintain the air of exclusivity. We take the turn in
the Hong Kong sales data as a warning...

We also worry whether our personal bias is influencing our decision. We find the idea of spending
half a million dollars on a watch as Rococo – a fashion unlikely to last.

Again we will seek expertise. Brazil was a great market for luxury goods in the 1980s. Brazilians like a
little bling. However at some point carrying a $3,000 handbag switched from “look at moi” to
“kidnap moi” and bling became less fashionable. If someone has a decent understanding of how that
happened (an understanding we can apply to China) then we would be thrilled.

That said, it was an up market and gains were concentrated in our long book.  We benefited from
our holding of News Corporation which announced it is splitting off its legacy newspaper assets from
the higher value broadcasting and entertainment businesses.  This also may go some way to
removing any cancerous effects from the UK phone hacking scandal and so has been very well
received by investors. Other than the individual short position described below our short exposure
was not a significant drag on performance and we had a few shorts that made substantial positive
contributions.

1 The glues here are used for a wide-range of things. Only a few brands are well known (e.g. Loctite – which is
a glue which stops bolts rotating off with vibration). The valuable things are glues used to hold car dash boards
in place or in building materials and even in construction of planes. Despite all that – it is the consumer goods
which make the product attractive.

http://www.censtatd.gov.hk/hkstat/sub/sp320.jsp?productCode=B1080003
http://www.essential-watches.com/A-Lange-and-Sohne-702025-Lange-Tourbograph-Pour-le-Merite-Platinum-on-Strap-Limited-to-50-pcs-18676
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China Med – our mistake of the month
We had one short go (very) wrong. That cost us several percent – but the mistake – and it was a
mistake – is buried in what are otherwise good results. This mistake led to performance differences
between the accounts. Being frank about our stuff-ups (we always are) we are going to spell this one
out for you in gory detail. We hope you don't hold it against us. We are partly writing it out so that
we clearly analyze what we did wrong and don't repeat the error. Genius in this business is not
making too many mistakes and keeping the mistakes you make small. This was an unforced error –
but at least it was manageable in size. After that we hope to get some things right.

China Medical Technologies (CMED) is a stock within our circle of competence. It is an alleged2

Chinese fraud doing diagnostic tests and selling medical equipment in China. More specifically it is a
company with its main operations in China but the legal domicile in the Cayman Island and it was
listed in America.

One of our best friends is a mandarin speaking PhD in genetics with genuine expertise in genetic
tests. Things do not come that close to what we do well very often. Our expert lent weight to our
suspicions – and John even put the main quote on his blog:

They have three product lines: ECLIA, FISH, and SPR. I am a bit busy doing other stuff, so I will
do this in three parts, one product line per part. Here is the first part on ECLIA:

ECLIA instrument and assays are proprietary. ECLIA Product brochures have no product
specification. Sensitivity of instrument is stated as 10^-19, but no units given can’t find any
patents that belonged to the company

ECLIA is what they call Enhanced chemiluminescence  immunoassay. The company said it
is a closed system, i.e. proprietary instruments and diagnostic assays. The assays cannot
be used in 3rd party instruments, and the instruments cannot be used for 3rd party assays.
This is very strange because cost is important in diagnostics based on chemiluminescense
technology. A closed system means higher cost, smaller volume, but you hope to make up
for it on price, i.e., differentiates products based on quality. Indeed, they claim that their
instrument is very sensitive, 10^-19. But 10^-19 of what? They don’t specify the unit.
Regardless, whether it’s molar or ng/ml, 10^-19 sounds very impressive. However, I am
used to nano or pico scale, and 10^-19 is one million times more sensitive than pico scale.
This seems impossible. Not only impossible technically, but also business wise – what
diagnostic applications would need this kinds of sensitivity? I can’t think of any. Also, I don’t
think sensitivity matters for the type of assays they sell.

Chemiluminescence immunoassay is the technology found in pregnancy tests sold in drug
stores. This is an old and cheap technology. In general, you use this technology to get yes
or no answers quickly and cheaply. The sensitivity of chemiluminescence immunoassay is
usually below 0.5ng/ml, i.e., already very sensitive. Regardless, for in vitro diagnostics,
most of the technology should be in the assays, not in the instruments. And here is where I
found strange - the company does not have product specification for its assays on the web.
On the other hand, lots of Chinese instrumentation and diagnostic assays products sold on
Alibaba show no product specification at all. The only immunoassay technology that is
known for its sensitivity is radioimmunoassay, but it is a niche product specific for detecting
allergen for allergy diagnostic. If CMEDY’s technology is real, then it's ECLIA products have
a very small niche and it probably has no sales - the company has only one test for allergy
– total IgE.

We shorted the stock.

We cannot prove it is a fraud and we cannot prove its non-existence. But on the analysis above we
were confident (as it turns out over-confident) in being short. Remember we can be wrong. We will
be wrong occasionally. Us thinking it is a fraud does not make it one. Still – on the evidence available

2 Bronte makes no such allegation
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– fraud appeared to be a distinct possibility. Other hypotheses are possible and we discuss them
below.

The company has several hundred million dollars of convertible debt outstanding. The fraud thesis is
that they raised that money and stole it. When the stock price went down too far the ability to steal
more was impaired and so they stopped paying coupons on the outstanding issues. They went
silent.  The company does not answer the phone, does not answer requests from the SEC and it is
very difficult to show that they even exist.

The debt holders were rumored to be preparing a bankruptcy filing in the Caymans. (They have since
filed and as far as we know the company has not responded in any way.) Strangely though, the stock
still had a reasonable market cap. So we shorted some more. And a little more after that.

We have a benchmark size for a possible fraud short – about 60bps. The idea is that if the stock were
to be a five-bagger on the way to zero it is unlikely to hurt us much. We will go above the benchmark
when the company is in a different market (hence less likely to be correlated with our other shorts)
or in a different sector or if it is a large cap. This company met none of those criteria – but there was
a trigger – bond holders were going to file bankruptcy and thus the common stock could meet a very
rapid demise. Because we had that trigger we went to roughly triple benchmark size in this short.

Then along comes AER Advisors – a very small advisory firm in New Hampshire. They are genuinely
tiny. But they had clients buying tens of millions of dollars worth of CMED. The clients were the
Deutsch Brothers – about whom I knew nothing – but who turn out to be wine merchants.
We were not particularly concerned about AER advisors dipping their toes in this. AER advisors main
business had been constructing exchange traded funds – several of which held Longtop (a Chinese
fraud exposed by Bronte during 2011).

But the stock went up and the risk of a short-squeeze increased.

We covered some. And then some more. Moreover some accounts got bought-in by the broker as
the short-squeeze unfolded. The stock went from $2 to $12 – and in the end we were less than one
percentage point short (and in some accounts much less than 1 percent point short). If we had done
nothing to cover we would have been more than five percentage points short. Indeed cumulative
losses would have exceeded five percent.

We don't know why the Deutsch Brothers purchased. They might be genuinely expert – for instance
they might have a Chinese relative who knows this company backwards and can vouch for the
technology.  They could be misguided (in which case they have blown a good proportion of their
wealth in a fraudulent speculation). It really does not matter why the Deutsch Brothers purchased –
but it matters that they purchased in such huge quantity because it made the stock go up and we
had too big a short.

We acted to protect the accounts. We covered. And we covered. And when we finished we covered
some more. After we had mostly covered – and when the path the stock took made our losses
permanent – the SEC halted trade in the stock. This is a 10 day halt. A brief version of the story was
written up by Floyd Norris in the New York Times who concludes that the 500 plus percent rise in the
stock was an “old fashioned short squeeze”.

The stock remains halted as we write this letter – but even if it is liquidated and wiped out we will
not recover our losses. It does not matter whether our thesis was right or wrong, we irrevocably and
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irrecoverably lost your money. Our loss happened in a month where everything else went well – so if
we never told you about it you would probably never notice. But it caused us some stress.

It is worth analyzing what we did wrong.

It was not that we did not do enough research. The movement in the stock was old-fashioned short-
squeeze – and had we been even more certain in our thesis we would not have had a better
outcome. Nothing has yet shown us our thesis was wrong.

What we did wrong was in sizing the position. There is a reason we keep possible fraud shorts small.
Fraudulent companies are not reporting results that are linked to reality. They are making them up.
If a fraudulent oil company tells you they have 10 million barrels (when they have nothing much)
there is nothing that stops them telling you they have 1 billion barrels. The stock could go up
massively.

Moreover they are subject to short-squeezes – particularly well-publicized short-candidates.
We will break our guideline sizing for shorts when there is (a) low short interest and (b) lack of
sectoral correlation with our portfolio. We break it in those places because low short interest in non-
fashionable shorting sectors makes it unlikely we will have a short squeeze.

This time we broke our guidelines for another reason: we were substantially short the stock because
we thought (possibly correctly) that there was a short-dated trigger for the collapse of the company.
This short-dated trigger did not remove the risk of a short-squeeze – it probably increased the risk of
a short squeeze and hence made the optimal position smaller.

If we had our time again we would short this stock at a little under benchmark position. The lower-
than-benchmark position would be because the stock was at very high risk of a short squeeze. We
have said it before – but this cements Bronte’s slogan on these matters: the better the short the
smaller the position. And by those criteria this was a very good short indeed – so a 50bp position
would have been aggressive.

Still, even though the position was wrong (and it was wrong – but only by sizing), we are proud of
the way we panicked early. It’s our job to keep mistakes manageable and we kept this one
manageable. Now if we could have the two percent lost back that would be nice as we would have
beaten benchmark indices even more. But it is not going to happen.

Thanks again

John and Simon
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Performance Data 3

Portfolio Management
Long% Short% Net Long%

USA Reference Account 131.55% -51.84% 79.71%
Australian Reference Account 130.21% -52.96% 77.25%

Reference Account Monthly Performance

3 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.   All dividends
received and earnings are retained and reinvested in the account.  The volatility of the account may differ
materially from comparable indices.  The comparison index used by the advisor increased by 4.94% in USD and
0.16% in AUD during the month and since inception of the account has increased by 31.72% in USD and 4.04%
in AUD terms.  Past results are not indicative of future returns.
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